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Introduction to the report
The purpose of this report is to provide a comprehensive view of the activities carried out by the CFA Society Sri
Lanka (CFASL), from the date of the last annual report until the date of the AGM. In so doing, it is hoped that the
report would indicate the ongoing efforts to fulfill CFA Sri Lanka’s long-term vision.
The financial Statements included in this report are for the twelve months 30th June 2017, which is the financial year.
Any comments, feedback or suggestion regarding this report can be directed to:
The President
CFA Sri Lanka
150, St. Joseph’s College
Colombo 14
Email:
Secretariat@srilanka.cfasociety.org
To learn more visit: www.cfasociety.org/srilanka/
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About CFA Institute (CFAI)
CFA Institute is the global association of investment
professionals that sets the standard for professional
excellence and credentials. The organization is a champion
for ethical behavior in investment markets and a
respected source of knowledge in the global financial
community. The end goal: to create an environment
where investors’ interests come first, markets function at
their best, and economies grow. CFA Institute has over
148,000 members in 163 countries and territories,
including 142,000 CFA charterholders, and 148 member
societies.

CFAI Vision:
To serve all finance professionals seeking
investment management-related
education, knowledge, professional
development, connection or inspiration

CFAI offers a range of educational and career resources,
including the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA®)
designation, the Certificate in Investment Performance
Measurement (CIPM®) designation, and the CFA Institute
Investment Foundations™ certificate program.
Source: CFAI Annual report 2016

About CFA Society Sri Lanka (CFASL)
CFA Sri Lanka is an association of local investment
professionals that promotes the highest ethical standards
and professional excellence within the local investment
community.
We have served CFA charter holders and CFA program
candidates locally since the year 2001 and our
membership of nearly 200 members consists of portfolio
managers, equity analysts, banking professionals,
investment advisors and other high-level financial
practitioners.

CFASL Mission Statement:
To Lead the investment profession in Sri
Lanka by introducing and promoting global
best practices in ethics, education and
professional excellence for the ultimate
benefit of society
No of active CFASL members

Latest figures are as at June 2017
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Highlights for 2016/17
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CFASL President’s Message
Dear Members,
It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to the 15th Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the CFA Sri Lanka and
present to you the Annual Report of the company for the financial year 2016/17. The Annual General Meeting this
year, would be followed by an Extraordinary General Meeting (EGM).
Membership
It is pleasing to note that our membership continues to grow over the years to stand 191 as at 30th June 2017 and the
renewal rate for 2018 stood at 95% as at 19th September 2017. This year 33 level III passed finalists will be recognized
at the upcoming Charter Award Ceremony in November 2017, although only some of them will be eligible to be
charterholders. We continue to lose almost 10 to 15 charterholders every year due to migration or overseas
employment. This year CFA Sri Lanka was one of the beneficiaries of the reduced membership fees by the CFA Institute.
Activities
We carried out a significant number of activities during the year under the stewardship of our committee chairs, cochairs and other volunteers. These accomplishments are detailed for your attention under the Committee Reports
section of the report.
Financial Performance and Reporting
The net assets of the Society grew by 17% to LKR 31 mn in 2016/17 and the income over expenditure amounted to
LKR 3.5 mn during the year. The detailed financial statements are given in the ensuing pages. This year the financial
statements have been prepared bearing in mind the suggestion by the membership at the last AGM to improve the
performance presentation whilst also being cognizant of the compliance to laws and regulations including statutory
reporting requirements.
Corporate Governance
At this AGM/EGM we will be presenting a few amendments to the articles of association to the membership to vote.
The proposed revisions have already been shared with you and I will not delve into the details herein. However, it is
noteworthy to mention that these amendments were mainly based on constructive feedback received from the
membership at the last AGM and the corporate governance survey conducted during the year. The results of the
survey are summarised on page 11.
A sub-committee comprising members Zaffar Jeevunjee, CFA Priyanka Cooray, CFA, Virendra Perera, CFA, Aruna
Perera, CFA was formed to study the member concerns and the suggestions were then discussed with Naomal
Goonawardena, CFA. The primary objective of the sub-committee was to make the governance framework more
inclusive whilst creating a framework for succession planning. We feel that both these aspects are areas vital for our
society at this juncture to ensure a gradual transition of leadership as the society grows in size and becomes a
significant force in the economy.
Since the proposed changes to the Articles of Association are yet to be approved by the membership at this EGM, the
process stipulated in the existing Articles of Association were followed on the nomination process for board positions
falling vacant.
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Name Change
The registered name of the society continued to be “CFA Sri Lanka” although the logo had been changed several years
back. This year we received approval from the Ministry of Trade and Commerce and the Registrar of Companies to
change the name to “CFA Society Sri Lanka”, subject to the approval of the members at an EGM. We seek your approval
to proceed with the change at this AGM/EGM.
Protecting the integrity of the membership and designation
CFA Institute expects members and candidates to follow the Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional Conduct
(Code & Standards). CFA charterholders, regular members, affiliate members, and candidates in the CFA and CIPM
Programs must complete a Professional Conduct Statement form to attest that they are in compliance with this
requirement.
Article 43 (1) of CFA Sri Lanka provides that the Association adopts the CFA Institute Code and Standards, which are
incorporated by reference. All Regular Members and Affiliate Members must comply with the provisions thereof.
(1) The Association and its Board:
i)
Delegate to CFA Institute all authority and responsibility for enforcement of the Code and Standards
with respect to all Regular Members and Affiliate Members of the Association; and
ii)
Shall report to CFA Institute any violations of the Code and Standards that come to the Association’s
attention.
You may also directly lodge the complaint with the CFA Institute. All complaints must contain a description of the
allegation(s) and information and documentation supporting the allegation(s). The Professional Conduct Program
reviews all complaints on a confidential basis. Professional Conduct Program handles allegations through a multilevel
peer review disciplinary process. All disciplinary proceedings are conducted by members of the Disciplinary Review
Committee consisting of volunteer CFA charterholders from around the world.
Way Forward
Our aim to develop future investment management professionals for Sri Lanka has seen a small set back with the slight
decline in the level I candidate registrations in the last exam cycle (See Page 12 for further details) coupled with the
weakening interest for access scholarships for 2018.
On the other hand, even though we aim to lead the investment management industry, only a limited number of our
members today work in core investment related jobs. In order to lead the investment profession, it is critical for the
profession itself to be recognized for its specialty by the investment management industry, the regulators and
practitioners of similar job roles.
CFA institute has identified that the sustainability of the investment management profession is dependent on raising
public awareness of both the work we do and the beneficial role investment management professionals play in society.
This is more relevant to us in Sri Lanka considering the current challenges and that the country is heading towards
middle income category. Therefore, CFA Sri Lanka has recognized the importance of improving brand awareness as a
key way to address these challenges to increase member value.
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Appreciation
On behalf of the Board, I wish to place on record my sincere appreciation for the dedication and commitment by all
committee chairs, co-chairs and numerous volunteers. Their tireless efforts have been the key to our success. I owe a
special word of thanks to all the members who helped in numerous ways and attended our events and made all
efforts worthwhile.
The guidance and support from the leadership team and staff of CFA Institute headquarters and the Asia Pacific office
no doubt has been overwhelming. Our Presidents Council Representative- APAC South and Society Relations
Manager Asia Pacific office also needs a special note of thanks for their unstinted patronage to CFA Sri Lanka.
I would like to acknowledge our sponsors for the contributions and support enabling us to further our mission for the
ultimate benefit of the wider community.
In conclusion, I wish to place our gratitude to Juanita, our dynamic administrator and Sandunika, our able Coordinator
– Candidate Council, who tremendously and humbly support each and every one of us to make our tasks easier.

Rachini Rajapakse, CFA
President
CFA Society Sri Lanka
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CFA Sri Lanka Member Survey
The following table summarizes some of the key findings of the CFA Sri Lanka Member survey
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Snapshot of the CFA Program
CFA global Pass Rates – June exam
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Events Calendar 2016/17

CE Event
Sri Lanka’s impending free
trade and services agreement

Candidate Council

Social Events

Dec ’16 mock exam

Induction Party

CE Event

Research Challenge
Q & A with Sunshine Holdings

University Outreach

Converting Colombo from a
stopover to a destination

Research Challenge
Submit research reports

Awareness program at
University of Colombo

Sept
2016

Oct
2016

Nov
‘16

Dec
‘17

Jan
‘17

Feb
‘17

University Outreach
Scholarships

Awareness program at
University of Sri J’Pura

Deadline for applications

GIPS Conference

Candidate Council
Launch event

Charter Awards

Research Challenge
Final presentation
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Events Calendar 2016/17

CE Event

Candidate Council

Designing the
Investment Engine

June ’17 mock exam

University Outreach
Educational presentation
at University of Colombo

Mar
‘17

Apr
‘17

Capital Market Awards
& Forecast Dinner

Technology is disrupting the
financial services industry

June
‘17

May
‘17

Candidate Council

Study Tips Session

Members Social

Special Awards
Asia Pacific Regional
competition

China's Economic Outlook

CE Event

Candidate Council

Research Challenge

CE Event

Ravi Abeysuriya, CFA receives
Lifetime Achievement Award

July
‘17

Aug
‘17

Social Events
Quiz Night

Employer Outreach
CFA made a member of OPA

Candidate Council
Calculator Master Class
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Special Highlights
Lifetime Achievement Award
Ravi Abeysuriya, CFA the first charterholder in Sri Lanka and the founding president of the CFA Society Sri Lanka was
named the inaugural Lifetime Achievement Award laureate by the CFA Institute. Ravi was selected for this distinct
award, in recognition of his exceptional performance and enduring results for CFA Sri Lanka and CFA Institute
community. The award was presented on 19 May 2017 at the Society Leadership Conference held in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, USA.
“I am delighted that Ravi was selected as laureate for the award for his commitment to the mission and vision of CFA
Institute over several decades by the panel of judges who had an overwhelming task with lengthy discussions to select
from exceptional nominees. This is a significant achievement and we are all, members and CFA Institute alike, deeply
grateful for his service”
- William Boivin, project lead for the 2017 Society Awards

From L to R:
Frédéric P. Lebel, CFA, Chair, Board of Governors; Ravi Abeysuriya, CFA,; Paul H. Smith, CFA, President and Chief Executive Officer
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Committee Reports
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Advertising & Branding
The advertising & branding team aims to via its advertising and branding campaigns to position the CFA charter as the
premiere finance qualification in Sri Lanka. We also wish to generate a steady candidate growth while garnering
influence among key private and state decision makers through branding and positioning of the charter.
With guidance from CFAI and adhering to current global campaigns, the team carries designs and puts forwards
campaigns that:
-

Tell the story of CFA in Sri Lanka
Publicise our events, activities, best practices
Maintain the CFASL Website with content updates, event updates and banner changes.

Highlights from 2016/17
A concerted effort was made this year to increase the visibility of the CFA program amongst the public. Towards this
end, we increased our outdoor presence through hoardings that were prepared in line with CFAI standards.
With the objective of improving financial literacy in Sri Lanka, we began to produce our own informational content
including a video (on options available to retail investors) which was produced as part of a CFAI Advocacy initiative in
2Q17 as well as a series of written articles produced with Roar.lk aimed at working professionals (the first one was
published in July ‘17) and thus begin to create a digital footprint for our local society.

The Way Forward
The advertising team will take over the marketing for the individual events held by CFASL throughout the year to better
communicate the offering of the local society. In addition, some of the new initiatives we have lined up include:
Targeted Advertising - A Localized version of the current Global advertising campaign will run in Sri Lanka this year,
strengthening the connection of CFA as a premium global qualification.
Monthly video interviews of charter holders- The objectives of these videos include introducing the public to the
individuals, deconstructing the job roles of charter holders- the problems they help solve and the ethical consistency
they bring to financial management roles in the local economy. The content will be distributed through our social
media channels and popular influencers like Roar.lk/Local News Sites/YAMU.lk/Newspapers.
Focus on the “supply side” of the CFA designation – Starting from the 1st quarter of 2018, The targeted audience for
the marketing campaigns will shift towards employers, HR Managers, CFO’s etc. to ensure that CFA charterholders
remain in high demand for relevant positions, especially with regard to portfolio management roles. A dedicated event
for employers is planned to be held in early 2018.
New Content videos - Further content in the form of a video series taking a rookie retail investor through the
investment process will be produced by CFASL.
Committee Chair
Rahul Hundlani, CFA
Committee Co- chair
Ravinda Gunawardana, CFA
Jeewanthi Malagala, CFA
Other members
Asela Gunathilake
Thanusha Rajapakshe
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Advertising & Branding
Increasing public awareness
Quick Facts

70% Allocation to traditional media – print seems
to be the most effective

30% Allocation to digital media
3 Outdoor hoardings
1 new hoarding at Fort due to begin in August
2017)

Hoarding in Bambalapitiya announcing Capital Market Awards

2X Print media visibility in the future

Improving public knowledge

Investment Options Video, produced along
with India, Pakistan and Bangladesh

Article by Roar.lk, sponsored by CFASL

Impact & Feedback
Insights from member marketing survey
- Members wish to see more marketing activities on behalf of CFASL
- Distribution through print mediums seemed the most effective
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Candidate Council (CC)
The newly created Candidate Council has two primary areas of focus. Firstly, to be a support system for candidates of
the CFA Program in order to increase the pass rates at all levels. Secondly and more importantly, the Candidate Council
aims to foster a sense of community among candidates and bridge the gap between charterholders and candidates.
To achieve this objective in its inaugural year, membership to the candidate council was opened to CFA level II and
Level III candidates sitting for the June 2017 exam. For an annual subscription of LKR 5,000 members received the
following benefits:
-

Exclusive discounts from leading CFA Prep Course Providers
Free invitations to Networking/Social Events l
Support and guidance for CFA examination preparation from experienced CFA charterholders
Free invitations to CE events of CFA Society Sri Lanka

Highlights for 2016/17
The Candidate Council Kicked off its activities with an official launch that was held on the 1 st of September 2016 with
the participation of candidates and charterholders including the President of the CFA Sri Lanka Society at the time,
Sanjay Kulatunga, CFA who explained to members the concept behind the Candidate Council, encouraging candidates
to grab the opportunity to advance themselves in a rapidly growing financial sector in Sri Lanka.
One of the most popular activities organized by the Candidate council were the study Tips session held in March 2017.
The candidates appreciated the fact that we covered specific topics during the study tips session including Ethics &
Standards and Quantitative methods so much so that the candidates requested us to have a longer session in the
future covering a broader range of topics. We are encouraged by the fact that more than
Backed by popular demand from the candidates, a special “calculator master class” was held in April 2017 for the very
first time as a follow up to the study tips session. Thilina Ukwatta, CFA who has lecturing experience in the topic
volunteered to conduct the session which was held at Imperial College of Business Studies. Like the study tips session,
we had a full house for the session and the feedback from the candidates was overwhelmingly positive.

The Way Forward
Some of the plans we are hoping to introduce in the future include:
-

Opening up CC membership to CFA Level I candidates
Making the Calculator session a regular part of our calendar of events
Based on candidate feedback, providing opportunities for soft skills development

Committee Chair
Rashmi Peiris, CFA
Committee Co-chairs
Shenuki Gunesekera, CFA
Travis Gomez, CFA
Rangamal Thenuwara, CFA
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Candidate Council (CC)
Overview of Activities

Impact & Feedback
Member Participation
80

60

60
35

40

69

45

21

25

20

19

15

0
Kickoff event

Study Tips Session

Mock exam -Dec 2016
2015-16

Mock exam - June
2017

Social Event

2016-17

Candidate Feedback

66%
Said the
study tips
session was
very useful

87%
Said they
would attend
a future study
tips session

“The Study session overall was good, since I was able to meet other candidates as well”
-CFA candidate on the study tips session

“Starting from scratch was very useful and I really appreciate it. He was very friendly, professional and helped us very
much when we found something difficult. All in all it was organised greatly and I gained a lot of knowledge from the
session”
-CFA level I candidate on the calculator session
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Candidate Council (CC)

Top Panel
Sep ‘16 - Candidate Council Launch event
Bottom Panel (L to R):
Mar ‘17 - Study Tips Session
Apr ‘17 - Calculator Master Class
Nov ‘16/ May ‘17 - Practice mock exams
June ’17 - Candidate Council Annual Social
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Capital Market Awards (CMA)
The Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) endorsed, Capital Market Awards (“CMA”) is the flagship event of
CFA Sri Lanka to inspire and incentivize capital market participants and broader stakeholders to strive for standards of
excellence. Capital Market Awards is the ONLY Industry Awards Ceremony of its kind in Sri Lanka that recognizes and
rewards Sri Lanka’s capital market participants for best performance.
The objectives of the Event are to:
-

Make CFA Sri Lanka CMA Awards a much sought after accolade
Promote good investor relations and build business integrity among the corporates
Improve the quality of research produced by the community
Improve brand awareness and promote CFA designation
Promote best practices among professional fund managers

Highlights from 2016/17
The 5th edition of the Capital Market Awards and Forecast dinner was
held on the 1st of August 2017 at Hilton Colombo which saw over 260
participants drawn from charterholders, firm representatives,
financial industry professions and regulators.

Quick Facts

260+ participants
26

research reports submitted

Awards in 4 different categories were presented at the event.
Namely; Best Equity Research Report, Best Stockbroking Research
Team, Best Investor Relations, and Best Unit Trust Fund.

12

brokers judged for best research team

14

Unit trust funds assessed

The CFA forecast quiz was conducted as an online quiz for the first
time which greatly boosted audience participation.

16

Companies shortlisted for Investor
Relations award

Impact & Feedback
The judges and committee members of the awards made the following observations:
-

A clear increase in nominations for each award category
Commendations by judges and industry participants on the improved quality of research
Fund managers opting to comply with GIPS and AMC
Award winners enrolling for the CFA exam

The Way Forward
-

Expand the award categories
Increase participation/nominations through brand building

Committee Chair
Mifnaz Jawahar, CFA
Committee Co- Chair
Rasanja Perera, CFA
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Capital Market Awards (CMA)
Summary of Award Winners
Awards
Awards Category

Gold
Kanishka Perera

Silver
Lakshini Fernando

Bronze

Nishara Sangapilarchchi

Best research report

Best Research Team

Best Investor Relations

Best Unit Trust
Money Market Fund

Money Market Gilt Fund

Money Market Fund

Other Awards
- Anjula Nawarathna of Acuity Stock Brokers (Pvt.) Ltd. - Certificate of Commendation for research report
- Kosala Garusinghe at JB Securities - Winner of the CFA forecast quiz 2016
Key Commendations by Judges
Best research report

Best Research Team

Best Investor Relations

Best Unit Trust

- Good coverage of industry and company specific risk factors
- In-depth industry and peer analysis
- Increased sector coverage and sector reports
- Use of new technologies such as social media and mobile apps for faster and
wider dissemination
- Dedication towards investor education by organizing and participating in investor
forums, seminars and even TV Programs
- A small but increasing number of listed companies displaying improved IR
practices such as:
providing M,D & A with quarterly results;
hosting post earnings calls/analyst briefs on a consistent basis;
active IR web pages and making available presentations & transcripts
- Adoption of International best practices for performance reporting (GIPS, AMC)
- Improved investor communication, holding investor events
- Greater focus on compliance and on obtaining annual employee attestations
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Capital Market Awards (CMA)
Award Winners

Top Panel
Award Winners for CFA Capital market Awards 2017
Middle Panel (L to R):
Best Investor Relations Award – Gold Winner – NDB Bank
Best Stockbroking Research Team Award – Gold Winner – Asia Securities
Bottom Panel (L to R):
Best Stockbroking Research Report Award – Gold Winner – Kanishka Perera, Asia Securities
Best Unit Trust Award – Gold Winner – JB Vantage Money Market Award
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Capital Market Awards (CMA)
Guest speakers & Panel Discussion
This year’s awards ceremony featured two speakers who spoke on the topic of consumerism. Sharang Pant; Managing
Director of Nielsen Sri Lanka spoke on emerging global trends in consumerism while Guardian Fund Management CEO
Ruvini Fernando focused on how changing consumer trends reflected on the performance of listed firms in the durable
goods, FMCG and retail sectors in Sri Lanka.
The presentations were followed by a panel discussion which also included Lahiru Pathmalal Takas.lk Co-Founder and
CEO and John Keells Holdings Executive Director Gihan Cooray and was moderated by Shalini Kurukulasuriya, CFA. The
panel shared some useful insights on how emerging digital technologies are likely to impact the consumer trends in
Sri Lanka.

Top Panel (L to R):
Sharang Pant; Managing Director of Nielsen Sri Lanka speaking on global trends in consumerism
Ruvini Fernando, CEO of Guardian Acuity management speaking on investment opportunities in the consumer sector
Bottom Panel
Panel discussion moderated by Shalini Kurukulasuriya, CFA
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Capital Market Awards and Forecast Dinner
Panel of Judges & Shortlisting Committee

Investor Relations Award

Purassi Jinadasa

Alastair Corera, CFA

Sanjeewa Fernando

Ravi Amarasinghe, CFA

Sidath Kalyanarathna

Tharinda Jayawardena, CFA

Equity Research Report Award

Shehan Bartholomeuz, CFA

Mifnaz Jawahar, CFA

Asanka Herath

Senaka Kakiriwaragodage, CFA

Bimanee Meepagala

Dhanuka Liyanagamage, CFA

Danushka Samarasinghe

Rashmin Lokubandara, CFA

Kanishka Perera

Rasanja Perera, CFA

Navin Ratnayake

Prabodha Samarasekera

Nikita Tissera

Ruvini Fernando

Best stockbroking Research Team Award

Best Unit Trust Award

Rasanja Perera, CFA

Dinesh Warusavitharana, CFA

Malaka Paranavitharana, CFA

Dr. Naveen Gunawardena

Rashmi Peiris, CFA

Mifnaz Jawahar, CFA

Tharinda Jayawardena, CFA

Premal De Mel

Thilan Sampath, CFA

Kusal Jayawadena, CFA

Travis Gomez, CFA

Isuru Dissanayake
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Charter Awards
The Charter awards ceremony was held on the 29th of November 2016 at the Kingsbury Hotel with Dr. Indrajit
Coomaraswamy; Governor of the Central Bank of Sri Lanka gracing the occasion as the chief guest and orator.
17 new charterholders (2015 – 20 charterholders) and 14 passed finalists (2015 – 7 passed finalists) were recognized
at the event
The governor in his speech shared his personal experiences in constructing a stable and prosperous society and
advocated the need for a new sustainable growth model. He further stated that whatever plans we have for the
economy, unless those plans are routed in sound ethics and good values it will be very difficult for us to achieve the
objectives that we set for ourselves. He also earnestly asked for the support of the professionals on the major
development projects proposed by the government. In a special message to the new charterholders, he emphasized
on the fact that building up credibility, integrity and reputation is more important than any material progress.

Top Panel
Dr. Indrajit Coomaraswamy; Governor of the Central Bank of Sri Lanka was the chief guest and orator for the event
Bottom Panel
The new charterholders and passed finalists for 2016
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Charter Awards

Full Page press ad of the Charter awards recipients
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Continuing Education (CE)
To provide a framework for our members as well as the wider investment community to participate in events that
contribute to their ongoing professional development. These events are structured on topical issues, sector specific
topics of interest as well as topics designed to enhance and update one’s knowledge specifically related to financial
markets. The ability to draw on resources from the CFA Institute with access to international speakers enables the
Society to provide members access to a knowledge base not available in the local market.

Highlights from 2016/17
This year the committee drew on resources from the CFA Institute to bring down two international speakers - Hansi
Meherotra and Xu Sitao. Hansi Meherotra, CFA is the editor of Money Management India and has a wealth of
experience in the investment industry having set up the investment consulting business of Mercer. In March she
conducted a session on the subject of ‘Designing the Investment Engine’ for which there was participation from both
Charterholders as well as from non-members from the investment profession. Xu Sitao, Chief Economist and Partner
of Deloitte China, visited in July and discussed China’s Economic Outlook with reference to its increasing role in Sri
Lanka. This subject was especially topical given the launch of the One Belt One Road initiative and the sale of the
Hambantota port, both during the same timeframe.
Events were also held covering topical subjects such as Disruptions to the financial services industry (Fintech) and the
future of Colombo as a Tourist destination. Industry experts joined as panelists for these events adding valuable
insights to participants.
Increased efforts were made this year to improve the attendance at CE events and also to increase the visibility of the
CFA events amongst the public.

The Way Forward
We are working with members to get a better understanding of the needs of the membership in terms of Continuing
education so that we can improve the quality of our events and also increase participation and visibility.
In view of recent events in the financial market we also plan to organize more events on the subject of ethics in the
investment profession, where we can also work with institutions to ensure there is greater industry participation. We
are currently working with resource personnel at CFAI to organize this event towards the end of the year.

Committee Chair
Deshan Pushparajah, CFA
Committee Co- Chair
Ramali Perera, CFA
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Continuing Education (CE)
Events Timeline

Feb-17

Converting Colombo from a Stopover to a Destination
Panel Discussion

Mar-17

Designing the Investment Engine
Hansi Meherota, CFA

Quick Facts

4

CE events in 2017 YTD

11 Speakers & Panelists in total
May-17

Technology is disrupting the financial services industry
Panel Discussion

Jul-17

China's Economic Outlook: and its expanding role in
Sri Lanka and the region
Xu Sitao

2

International speakers

135 audience members in Total

Impact and Feedback
Participation at CE Events
45
39

40
33

35

32

30
25

31
27

26

24
20

20
15
9

10

5

5

6

4

6

4

3

1

0
Feb 17 event

Mar 17 event
Charterholders

Candidate Council Members

May 17 event
Non members

July 17 event
Total
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Continuing Education (CE)

Top Panel (L to R):
Feb-17 - Converting Colombo from a Stopover to a Destination
May-17 - Technology is disrupting the financial services industry
Bottom Panel (L to R):
Mar 17 - Hansi Meherotra : Designing the Investment Engine
July-17 - Xu Sitao : China's Economic Outlook: and its expanding role in Sri Lanka and the region
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Employer Outreach (EO)
The Employer Outreach Committee serves to engage potential employers, who are likely to benefit from recruiting
CFA Charterholders and Candidates, understand their needs, challenges and objectives and enlighten them about the
CFA Program and CFA Institute’s offerings.

Highlights from 2016/17
The EOC successfully organized a series of introductory meetings to educate potential employers in Sri Lanka about
the CFA Program and the CFA Institute value proposition. Meetings were held with regulators and several public and
private sector organizations. The meetings were held together with the participation of Amit Chakarabarty Director,
Institutional Partnerships, CFA Institute and Will Ortel, Content Manager, CFA Institute who greatly appreciated the
efforts made by EOC to arrange meetings and create awareness among employers about the CFA Program and benefits
of recruiting CFA Charterholders and Candidates.
EOC made an application for CFA Sri Lanka to become a member association of the Organization of Professional
Associations (OPA) in Jan 2017 and after several consultations with OPA, CFA Sri Lanka was finally admitted as a
member association in July 2017. Over the years the OPA has grown into an influential Civil Society body consisting of
an impressive list of member associations, and hence we believe CFA Sri Lanka’s inclusion is a significant milestone.

The Way Forward
EOC believe that raising the profile of our Society with employers in Sri Lanka is imperative, as it will enhance the value
of the charter and benefit the members. One of the priorities is to increase the interaction with all professional bodies
through CFA Sri Lanka’s OPA membership in the private and public sector directly or indirectly involved in managing
institutional funds. Some of the events planned include:
Event on “Professional Fund Management - CFA value proposition” – Before the year end, we plan to organize an
event for OPA members with a talk given by a senior CFA charterholder. The event will be opportune with the ongoing
bond scam investigation. The event could be followed by meetings with selected parties to drive home the key
messages. Specific areas where the society could add value to the needs of Sri Lanka include: pension reform, public
finance, policy framework and development of capital markets.
Sri Lanka Capital Market Investor Trust Study 2017 – This would enable us to identify the possible reasons for lack of
confidence and trust on the capital market and propose solutions to the regulators. The findings of the survey to be
used to gain recognition for the CFA Institute and CFA Sri Lanka by publishing the findings in national newspapers in
all three languages. Proposals with quotes have been already obtained from Nielson and LMRB for the Trust Study.
To develop a suitable brochure for Sri Lanka in line with the quality of CFA Institute marketing material.
To organize a CFA Institute “South Asia Investment Conference” in 2018 or 2019 in Sri Lanka
Have one on one meetings with selected group of over 150 Approved Provided Funds in Sri Lanka
Committee Chair
Ravi Abeysuriya, CFA
Other Committee Members
Dhanuka Liyanagamage, CFA
Dineth Gunathilake, CFA
Lasantha Somaratne, CFA
Nadika Ranasinghe, CFA
Ravi Amarasinghe, CFA
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Employer Outreach (EO)
CFASL becomes a member of OPA
Quick facts

47+ Member associations
31 Professions represented
50,000 members in varied professions
Source: OPA Website

Employer Engagement
Banks

Quick facts

11 Employers engaged
Profile of employers met
Government Ministries & regulators

4 CEO’s & General Managers
4 Director Generals & Superintendents
1 CFO

Pension & superannuation funds

1 General Secretary
1 Finance Minister

Other firms

Impact & Feedback
A key insight the EO team learnt through the interactions the team had with employers was that:
“The CFA Charter is widely misconstrued as being equivalent to an accounting qualification such as CIMA, ACCA and
CA and not as a specialist finance qualification for investment professionals, especially in the area of portfolio
management”. – EOC Committee
CFA Sri Lanka was invited by the ETF Board to advice on appointments to the advisory committee on investments.
Subsequently, Ravi Abeysuriya, CFA participated in the interview panel together with non-executive directors of ETF
to select a suitable candidate for the advisory committee on investments.
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GIPS ®
Introduced in 1999, the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS ®) is a set of standardized, industry-wide
ethical principles that provide investment management firms with guidance on how to calculate and report their
investment returns to prospective clients.
The GIPS ® standard counts over 35 country sponsors including Sri Lanka. The role of the GIPS ® committee is to
promote and facilitate the adoption of GIPS ® in Sri Lanka.

Source: GIPS: Mission and Vision roadmap

Highlights from 2016/17
CFA Sri Lanka held a one day GIPS Conference on 9th January 2017 in partnership with Ashland Partners, a US based
worldwide leader in GIPS verification with over 700 verification clients in 25 countries and on six continents. The
resource person was Ms. Shivani Choudhary CIPM, Manager, Ashland Partners.
The event was attended by over 30 fund managers as well as SEC staff. The presenter delivered a comprehensive
introduction to GIPS and what is in involved in GIPS implementation.

The Way Forward
Based on the positive feedback received from the participants, CFA Sri Lanka has submitted a proposal to engage with
the SEC to obtain funding to hold annual GIPS ® training events to educate fund managers to implement GIPS ®.

Committee Chair
Dinesh Warusavitharana, CFA
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Research Challenge
The objective of the committee is to promote, organize and improve the quality of the local round of the CFA Research
Challenge.

Highlights from 2016/17
The local round of the competition ran from July 2016 until the final presentation held in January 2017. This year’s
subject company was Sunshine Holdings Plc.
Prior to the start of the competition, one member from each team was offered the opportunity to undergo a
comprehensive seven day Equity Analyst training programme conducted by Copal Amba.
A Record number of 10 teams started off at the competition, although 3 dropped out prior to submission of the
research report. 7 teams submitted the final reports which was more than in the previous years. This year was also
the first year where 2-teams from the same university took part.
Royal Institute was the ultimate winner and progressed to the Asia Pacific Finals held in Bangkok in March 2017 and
was accompanied by Zaffar Jeevunjee, CFA (Committee Chair) and Mifnaz Jawahar, CFA (Team mentor). All winning
teams presented in front of a panel of regional judges and the reports done by the teams were graded again as well.
Royal Institute did not progress to the final round, however based on the feedback received from the judges of the
regional round the standard of the presentation was very strong and the team performed commendably.
At the 2017/18 competition Rashmin Lokunbandara,CFA from Sri Lanka was a regional level judge.

The Way Forward
We need to continue to improve the standard of the competition as well as promote the competition amongst
universities / institutes in order to increase the number of interested students who would then likely to consider
entering the capital market /
Committee Chair
Zaffar Jeevunjee, CFA
Volunteers

Mentors
Amal Sanderatne, CFA
Udeeshan Jonas, CFA

Rashmi Peiris, CFA
Vishnu Balachandran, CFA
Shenuki Gunesekera, CFA
Rangamal Thenuwara, CFA
Travis Gomez, CFA

Dineth Gunathilake, CFA
Viraj Wijesinghe, CFA
Rasanja Perera, CFA
Bimal Perera, CFA
Mifnaz Jawahar, CFA

Graders

Indika De Silva, CFA

Aruna Perera, CFA

Malaka Paranavitane, CFA

Thanusha Lasanthi, CFA

Thilan Sampath, CFA

Chamara Gunetileke, CFA
Ishani Jayasinghe, CFA

Judges

Shalini Kurukulasuriya, CFA

Deshan Pushparajah, CFA

Mithila Thillainadesan

Alastair Corera, CFA

Gamika Seneviratne

Chanakya Dissanayake, CFA

Mahesh Peiris

Vindhya Jayasekera, CFA
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CFA Research Challenge
Team Performance

Events Timeline

July-16

Training program sponsored by Amba research

Finalists
Royal Institute of Colombo - Winner

Aug-16

Research Challenge Opening Meeting

Aug-16

Company Presentation by Sunshine Holdings

Sep-16

Q&A with Sunshine Holding Management

University of Colombo

- Runner up

University of Kelaniya
University of Sri J’pura (Team 2)

Submitted Reports
University of Sri J’pura (Team 1)

Nov-16

Report Submission and Grading

Jan-17

Final Presentation

Mar-17

Asia Pacific Regional competition

ANC
APIIT

Did not submit reports
University of Moratuwa (Team 1)
University of Moratuwa (Team 2)

Quick Facts

BMS

10 teams participated
7

teams submitted research reports

4

teams at final presentation

Impact & Feedback
The following are some of the key observations made by the Research challenge committee on the 2016/17
competition:
Increasing interest in participation both with new teams as well as some universities sending multiple teams.
A considerable improvement in the quality of research amongst teams from Finance Faculties.
Teams with non-finance majors tend to find the financial modelling and the entire research report process
challenging. This may account for 3 teams dropping off prior to submission of the reports, despite the training given
and the availability of mentors.
When compared with the performance of other regional finalists, Sri Lanka’s team saw an improvement on the
reports as well as handling Q&A at the presentations.
The Final Presentation event is gaining in popularity with good attendance from faculty, students as well as
professionals from the finance industry.
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Research Challenge

Top Panel (L to R):
The team from University of Colombo making their presentation at the final presentation round of the competition
The Judging panel
Middle Panel (L to R):
Runners Up – University of Colombo
Winner – Royal Institute of Colombo (RIC)
Bottom Panel (L to R):
The RIC team and their mentor at the regional competition in Bangkok, Thailand
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Scholarships
The main objective of the Scholarships committee is to grant CFA scholarships to candidates who are facing financial
constraints to take up the exams. Scholarships are awarded based on both a needs basis as well as on merit. Typically,
the Scholarship committee works closely with other CFA chairs to increase awareness about the qualification and also
encourage more candidates to sit for the exams.

Highlights from 2016/17
3,243 Scholarships offered globally for Dec 2016/ June 2017 Candidates. Out of 27 scholarships were offered to
applicants from Sri Lanka

Impact and Feedback
Through the concentrated effort made by the team in spreading the message through society members and public
media, 96 candidates applied for the CFA access scholarship which is the highest ever number recorded.
Brenda Hou, CFA ; the CFA Director of Society Relations of APEC was quite impressed by the rigour and level of diligence
undertaken by the scholarships committee and its panel of judges with respect to accessing potential candidates for
the scholarship program.

The Way Forward
The Committee will continue to popularize the scholarship program through increased use of print media, posters and
e-mails to get the message out.
Committee Chair
Malaka Paranavitane, CFA
Other Panel Members
Rasanja Perera, CFA
Vishnu Balachandran, CFA
Vindya Jayasekera, CFA
Suvimal De Costa, CFA
Thilan Sampath, CFA
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Social Events
Induction Party
The Induction party to welcome the new CFA Charterholders was held on the 19 th of January 2017 at the Colombo
Rowing Club. Both new Charterholders as well as Candidate Council Members participated at the event. CFA
Committee members made short presentations educating the new members on the varied activities of CFASL and
called for Volunteers.

Quiz Night
The CFA Sri Lanka Quiz Night was held at the Salon Anthurium- Galadari Hotel on the 25th August 2017, with Ismadi
Ismail as quizmaster for the evening. The event, which saw the participation of 6 teams vying for the top spot,
concluded with team “Jay-z’s 100th problem” adjudged the winners of the night. It is noteworthy that this team took
the winning position at the previous Quiz Night too. The Quiz was a close fight which led to two tie breaker rounds.
The evening ended with fellowship and cocktails.
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Technology
The focus of the technology team is to support the activities of the CFASL Society through whichever levers the
technology team can manipulate. The activities of the committee include:
-

Maintaining the CFASL Website with content updates, event updates and banner changes.
Managing the CFASL jobline board
Providing guidance on creating online surveys and content to maximize its impact on the web
Availability for due diligence on various tech related initiatives (payment gateway, apps, social media)

Highlights for 2016-17
Capital Market awards quiz

CFASL Jobline

10 job postings YTD

1st

95% of posts with a turnaround time of 1 day

161 Participants - Highest ever participation rate

Online quiz

30 mins Time taken to collate the responses to the
quiz
Impact and Feedback

“Companies have mentioned they get some good candidate applications though this channel”
-Chamara Gunetileke, CFA

The Way Forward
A key area of focus for the technology team would be the introduction of the CFA MemberNation portal for the Sri
Lanka Chapter. The MemberNation portal is an association management solution which will join CFA Institute and it’s
societies on a common platform. The benefits of the system include operational efficiencies in accessing relevant data,
improve society collaborations and provide a seamless online experience for society members. We expect to rollout
the Sri Lankan portal by the 4th quarter of 2017.
We also hope to support CFASL committees by:
-

Increasing tracking on web content and having more content updates on the website

-

choosing a month for each committee and allocate time with them to see what can be improved with regard
to their online presence.

Committee Chair
Chamara Gunetileke, CFA
Committee Co- chair
Alex Perera, CFA
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University Affiliation Program (UAP)
The objective of the committee include:
-

building awareness of CFA program among University student population and the academic staff.

-

Ensuring the academic institutions embed a significant portion of the CFA Program Candidate Body of
Knowledge™ (CBOK) into their curricula.

-

Through cooperation with our university partners, we seek to promote ethics-based investment education in
university degree programs aimed at developing investment professional’s universities recognized under this
program.

Highlights from 2016/17
Educational presentations were carried out in University of Kelaniya
and University of Colombo on the topic “How to make Business
Valuation more economically defensive” with wide participation from
3rd and 4th year students of BBA degrees at the respective universities.

Quick facts

For the 1st time under the UAP program, two CFA level 1 scholarships
were awarded to University of Colombo and one scholarship to
University of Jayewardenepura under the Awareness scholarship
Scheme.

3 scholarship awareness events

4 educational events

500+ students in attendance

We also received Invitations by University of Colombo and Kelaniya to
carry out presentations on building a career in finance.

The Way Forward
The UAP committee has already approached University of Wayamba Faculty of Business Studies and Finance, and
currently in discussion with the faculty members.
We also intend to approach private universities with the objective of getting them on board under the University
Affiliation Program.

Committee Chair
Aruna Perera, CFA
Committee Co-chair
Thilangani Weerasinghe, CFA
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University Affiliation Program (UAP)

Top Panel (L to R):
Presentation on Awareness Scholarship program at University of Kelaniya
Sept ’16 - Presentation on Awareness Scholarship program at University of Colombo
Bottom Panel (L to R):
Jan ’17
- Awareness Scholarship program University of Sri Jayewardenepura, Faculty of Management Studies and Commerce
March ’17 - Educational presentation on “How to make Business Valuation more economically defensive” for students at University of
Colombo, faculty of Management Finance
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Corporate Governance
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Management and Administration
Board of Directors
President

Rachini Rajapakse, CFA

Vice President/ Research Challenge

Zaffar Jeevunjee, CFA

Treasurer/ Financial Planning

Vindhya Jayasekera, CFA

Secretary / GIPS

Dinesh Warusavitharana, CFA

Immediate Past President/ Advocacy

Sanjay Kulatunga, CFA

Director/ University Outreach

Aruna Perera, CFA

Director/ Strategic Planning

Chanakya Dissanayake, CFA

Director/ Employer Outreach

Ravi Abeysuriya, CFA

Director/ Capital Market Awards

Mifnaz Jawahar, CFA

Director/ Scholarships

Malaka Paranavitane, CFA

Other Committee Chairs
Advertising & Branding

Rahul Hundlani, CFA

Candidate Council

Rashmi Peiris, CFA

Continuing Education Events

Deshan Pushparajah, CFA

Technology

Chamara Gunetileke, CFA

Staff Members
Administrator

Juanita Wickremeratne

Coordinator – Candidate Council

Sandunika Perera
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Board Meetings attendance
Board of Directors
Name

10th
Oct
2016

17th
Nov
2016

5th
Jan
2017

6th
Mar
2017

3rd
May
2017

6th
June
2017

2nd
Aug
2017

23rd
Aug
2017

President

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

Y

8/8

Vice President,
Governance

y

y

y

y

n

y

y

y

7/8

Secretary,
GIPS

y

y

y

y

y

n

n

y

6/8

y

y

n

y

y

y

n

n

5/8

y

y

y

y

y

n

n

y

6/8

y

n

y

y

n

n

n

n

3/8

n

n

n

n

n

n

-

-

0/6

n

n

y

y

y

n

Y

y

5/8

n

y

n

n

y

y

Y

n

4/8

y
7/10

y
7/10

y
7/10

y
8/10

n
6/10

y
5/10

y
5/9

y
6/9

7/8

Position

Rachini
Rajapakse, CFA
Zaffar Jeevunjee,
CFA
Dinesh
Warusavitharana
, CFA
Vindhya
Jayasekera, CFA
Aruna Perera,
CFA
Sanjay
Kulatunga, CFA
Chanakya
Dissanayake, CFA
Ravi Abeysuriya,
CFA

Treasurer
Director,
University
Outreach
Immediate past
president,
Advocacy
Director,
Strategic
Planning
Director,
Employer
Outreach
Director, Capital
Market Awards

Mifnaz Jawahar,
CFA
Malaka
Paranavitane,
Director,
CFA
Scholarship
Attendance of board members

Total
Attendance
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Representation at CFA Institute Global Events
Date

Event

Location

Nominated members

21st Sept 2016

GIPS Standards Interactive
Workshop

Boston, United
States

Dinesh Warusavitharana,
CFA

16th October 2016

New Delhi, India

14th March 2017

APAC Society Leadership Conference
CFA Research Challenge Asia Pacific
regional finals

1st May 2017

Society Leadership Conference

Philadelphia, USA

1st July 2017

APAC Society Advocacy Workshop

Bali, Indonesia

Rachini Rajapakse, CFA
Zaffar Jeevunjee, CFA
Mifnaz Jawahar, CFA
Rachini Rajapakse, CFA
Ravi Abeysuriya, CFA
Lasantha Somaratne, CFA
Alastair Corea, CFA

Bangkok, Thailand

GIPS Standards Interactive Workshop – Sept ‘16

Dinesh Warusavitharana, CFA at GIPS Standards Interactive Workshop
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APAC Society Leadership Conference – Oct ‘16

Rachini Rajapakse, CFA received the award for the highest membership retention on behalf of the CFASL and made
a presentation at the APAC Society Leadership Conference
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Society Leadership Conference – May ‘17

Rachini Rajapakse, CFA & Ravi Abeysuriya, CFA represented CFASL at the CFAI Leadership conference in Philadelphia, USA
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Financial Statements
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Auditor’s report
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Auditor’s report
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Audited Financial Statements
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Audited Financial Statements
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Audited Financial Statements
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Audited Financial Statements
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Notes to the Financial Statements
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Notes to the Financial Statements
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Notes to the Financial Statements
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Notes to the Financial Statements
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Notes to the Financial Statements
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Notes to the Financial Statements
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Notes to the Financial Statements
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Notes to the Financial Statements
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Strategic Partners
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